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Setting sights on the new year

Make eye care a family affair

How to choose an eye doctor

Myopia: Closing in on a looming
vision condition

From the very young to the young at
heart, regular eye exams are important
to keeping everyone in your family
productive and well. For the sake of
your loved ones’ health and well-being,
make getting an annual eye exam a
part of your family’s health care routine.

There’s a lot to consider when choosing
the right eye doctor. Use these tips for
where to start your search and what
to look for.

What turns leaves into green blobs,
is longer than it is round and is shared
by nearly half the people you know?
The answer is closer than you might think.
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See the possibilities

Video: All about digital eye exams
Hear it from an optometrist: learn all
about comprehensive digital eye exams
in this short video.
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Get fashion and function
with your new glasses

Quiz: Personalize your lenses

When it comes to glasses, fashion is
important. But that doesn’t mean it should
trump functionality. (When was the last
time a purse or set of cufflinks helped
you see life to the fullest?)
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Are you curious what the best lens
is to match your lifestyle? Uncover a
customized solution for the best vision,
based on your personal lifestyle needs.
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Know what to watch for in the workplace

Put vision safety to work

Workplace vision safety checklist

Every year, about 20,000 eye injuries
occur in the workplace — and most of them
are preventable.1 When hazards are part
of the job, it helps to know how to best
protect your eyes.

Flying wood chips, infections, dust and
moving objects all pose a risk to eyes
at work. Explore 10 ways to keep yours
safe, including what to wear and how
vision benefits can help.

1

Make a date for your eyes:
Your annual exam
Eye exams aren’t just for updating
prescriptions for glasses and contacts
— they can tell us a lot about our
overall health.

“Prevent Workplace Eye Injuries During COVID-19”; American Academy of Ophthalmology; aao.org; January 12, 2021.
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The (eye) ball is in your court

Add protective eyewear
to your game face

Eye safety in sports checklist
These days, athletes of all ages are
focused on safety. Eye safety should
be part of the picture. Next time you
hit the field or gym, make sure you
check these boxes.
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LASIK with the “assist”

Whether you’re a weekend hiker or
part of a competitive soccer league,
protective eyewear can change your
game for the better.
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Considering LASIK? Professional soccer
player, Ali Krieger, shares the process
based on her personal experience with
the procedure. Now she feels more
confident both on and off the field.
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Celebrating healthy vision month

Video: Importance of eye exams

4 unexpected ways to
take care of your eye health

Vision symptom checker

While annual visits to your optometrist,
dentist or general physician can seem
inconvenient and never ending, they are
a very critical part of preventative care.

While there is no substitute for scheduling
an annual vision care screening with an
optometrist, there are a myriad of ways
to promote eye health regularly.

Are your eyes acting up? This tool can
help you understand what your symptoms
could mean so you can make the most
of your eye exam.
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Eye care is for everyone

The big 5 health risks
to men’s vision

Women and vision: Keeping
an eye on your health

Eye condition simulator

5 of the most common men’s health issues
can also impact vision. Learn how these
diseases can damage eyesight and what
can be done to avoid them.

Women are more likely than men to
develop many common but serious eye
diseases. Knowing what to look for and
a healthy lifestyle can give your eyes
a fighting chance.2

Ever wonder what it’s like to live with
glaucoma or cataracts? Try a vision
simulation of common eye diseases
and learn a few new habits to help
prevent them.

2 “Women and Eye Disease”; PreventBlindness.com; April 2022.
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Hello sunshine, hello protection

Here’s looking at you —
in prescription sunglasses

Seeing the world in Transitions™

Providing convenience, comfort and
protection, prescription sunglasses can
enhance your time outside. Learn more
about the wide range of options that
makes it easy to find the perfect pair
for your lifestyle and your budget.
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See clear while blocking out harmful
rays. Learn more about lens technology
designed with light-sensitive photochromic
dyes that immediately start to darken
when exposed to the sun’s ultraviolet rays.
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Get the perfect fit: Find the right
lenses for your sunglass needs
If you wear eyeglasses and spend a lot of
time outdoors, you may want to consider
prescription sunglasses.
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It’s national eye exam month

Vision issues to monitor in your
40s, 50s, 60s and beyond
With each passing year, we gain more
memories and more wisdom. (We hope!)
But as we grow older, our bodies change
too, including our eyes and vision. This
process is natural, but it’s important to
stay aware of age-related vision changes
to keep our sight and health on-track.
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How to make sure your child
isn’t the 1 in 4 with an undetected
vision issue

One of the most important photos
you’ll ever take

A strong visual system is important for a
child’s overall development. Read about
activities for 3 different age stages you
can try with your child to help stimulate
and sharpen their vision.

At your appointment, your eye doctor
could document the exam through retinal
imaging — a process that tracks changes
in your eye that could signal possible vision
or health issues.
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See better, hear better, feel better

A clear vision for peace of mind

When vision and hearing
make it hard to connect

Quiz: What is your hearing age?

You might not realize it, but your vision
can have an impact on your mental
health. So, prioritize your overall health
and mental wellbeing by scheduling an
annual eye exam.

Not being able to see or hear clearly
can get in the way of a full life. What if
one or more of your senses are changing?
Learn a few strategies for making
communication easier.

Hopefully, you’ve had an eye exam
this year — what about a hearing test?
This simple quiz will tell you whether
you should think about making an
appointment.
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Fall in love with healthy eyes

Myopia: How to manage the
biggest threat to eye health
of the 21st century
If you have trouble reading street signs,
or the numbers on a clock if they are far
away, you’re not alone. Myopia is an eye
condition that affects 40% of Americans
— where close-up objects appear clear
but distant objects appear as blurry.3
Early diagnosis is key.

Video: Lenses tailored to your
vision needs

Quiz: Color blindness
screening test

Did you know there are a variety of lenses
tailored to suit the individual needs of every
patient? During your annual eye exam, the
doctor will discuss your options and lifestyle
needs in order to find the perfect lenses
and vision solution just for you.

Color blindness might not mean what you
think. It actually has no relation to being
blind and a very small number of people
see the world entirely gray. Take the color
deficiency screening and view examples of
what color blind or deficient individuals see.

3 “Is nearsightedness more common?”; All About Vision; March 2022.
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Key reminders for diabetic eye disease awareness month

Video: Why is vision care
important for diabetics?

The vitamin that is essential
to our eye health

Anyone with diabetes knows how
important it is to take good care of
yourself. Vision care is part of that,
even if you’re just at risk. This video
shows how eye exams can help.

Vitamin D isn’t just great for our bones;
it’s full of surprising benefits for the eye,
too. Here’s what they are (and how to
get a little more).

Click on the titles below
to access each resource

Diabetes and your eyes
Diabetics are at greater risk for eye
problems.4 However, proper eye care
can lead to the early detection, and
early treatment of vision-related
complications, including glaucoma,
cataracts and diabetic retinopathy.

4 “Diabetes is the leading cause of blindness”; Your Track to Health; March 2022.
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Eye care doesn’t take a holiday

Keep up with your child’s
eye exams

Going the distance on vision
care: 4 ways to stretch benefits

5 ways to use your vision beneﬁts
before they expire

A child’s vision can have a lifelong impact,
so we’re sharing how to recognize their
vision needs (and how often they’ll need
an eye exam).

Knowledge is power — and that’s true for
your vision benefits, too. Let’s break down
a few ways you can save even more while
taking care of your eyes.

It’s important to stay up to date on your
wellness and take full advantage of your
beneﬁts. Here are a few ways you can
use your EyeMed vision beneﬁts before
they expire.
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